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ABSTRACT


A detailed dataset describing a quasi-stationary bottom gravity current, approximately 10 m thick and


10 km wide, passing through a channel-like constriction in the western Baltic Sea is presented. The data


include full-depth, synoptic, and highly resolved transects of stratification and turbulence parameters, as well


as detailed velocity transects across the gravity current at different down-channel locations. The velocity data


reveal a persistent transverse circulation, creating a characteristic wedge-shaped density structure in the in-


terface. A strong asymmetry was also found in the interior of the gravity current, where the evolution of a


dynamically significant transverse density gradient to the right of the down-channel flow was observed.


Spectral analysis of the near-bottom velocities showed a surprisingly strong contribution to the bottom stress


from low-frequency motions with periods up to 30 min that are possibly related to internal wave effects. Cross-


channel transects of shear microstructure were used to investigate the transverse variation of local entrain-


ment rates and bottom stresses. These data indicate that frictional control is essential for this class of gravity


currents that are characterized by subcritical Froude numbers, small entrainment, strong rotational effects,


and small thickness compared to the bottom Ekman layer.


1. Introduction


Bottom gravity currents passing through a channel-


like topographical constriction are known to form an


important link for the general ocean circulation. Among


a number of well-known examples for such flows are the


Mediterranean outflow through the Strait of Gibraltar


(Johnson et al. 1994a; Baringer and Price 1997a,b), the


southern and northern channels of the Red Sea outflow


plume (Peters et al. 2005; Peters and Johns 2005), and


the Faroe Shetland Channel overflow in the Arctic


Ocean (Johnson and Sanford 1992; Mauritzen et al.


2005). Gravity currents passing through channels may,


however, also be found on various smaller scales, as


reported for a number of channels in the Baltic Sea


(Borenäs et al. 2007; Arneborg et al. 2007; Sellschopp


et al. 2006), as well as for some submarine canyons in the


region of Wyville Thomson ridge (Sherwin and Turrell


2005; Sherwin et al. 2008). Beyond these specific exam-


ples, detailed topographical maps often reveal a variety


of small-scale canyons and ridges, often summarized


as topographical corrugations, which may significantly


contribute to the downward transport of dense waters


(Chapman and Gawarkiewicz 1995; Liang and Garwood


1998).


While a number of investigations has resulted in hy-


drographic datasets describing the large-scale structure


and transformation of dense gravity currents (see, e.g.,


Baringer and Price 1997a,b), only a few studies have


provided direct observations of the turbulent motions as-


sociated with bottom friction and entrainment. Johnson


et al. (1994a,b) estimated bottom friction from fitting the


law of the wall to observed near-bottom dissipation rate


profiles in the Mediterranean outflow plume, and dis-


cussed the differences of their approach with respect to


alternative methods. The first attempt to directly mea-


sure the bottom stress in a dense gravity current without
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assumptions on the near-bottom turbulence structure


has recently been reported by Peters and Johns (2006),


who evaluated data from a high-resolution acoustic


current profiler in the Red Sea outflow plume. Inter-


estingly, and similar to our finding reported below, Peters


and Johns (2006) found evidence for the influence of in-


ternal waves on the bottom stress.


Entrainment estimates from local turbulence mea-


surements in bottom gravity currents have been mostly


based on the identification and statistical analysis of ep-


isodic overturns in standard CTD profiles, from which


the vertical buoyancy flux can be derived (Fer et al. 2004;


Mauritzen et al. 2005; Peters and Johns 2005). A few


studies have also reported observations of shear and


temperature microstructure, from which turbulence key


parameters like the dissipation rate and the vertical buoy-


ancy flux can be estimated with high accuracy (Osborn


1980; Lueck et al. 2002). These studies include two


campaigns in the Mediterranean outflow (Wesson and


Gregg 1994; Johnson et al. 1994b), an investigation in the


Storfjorden overflow (Fer 2006), and a recent study of the


Ross Sea outflow by Muench et al. (2009). These valuable


data revealed a number of important characteristics of the


spatial structure of naturally occurring gravity currents;


however, given the large spatial scales, the large depth,


and the strong temporal variability due to flow instabil-


ities and tidal motions, they were generally not sufficient


to derive a synoptic and spatially coherent picture of the


processes governing mixing and entrainment.


In summary, detailed, synoptic, and simultaneous ob-


servations of the dynamically relevant processes, includ-


ing bottom stresses and entrainment, for a naturally


occurring gravity current influenced by the earth’s ro-


tation are highly desirable but lacking. Also lacking are


reliable high Reynolds number entrainment data for


subcritical Froude numbers, which, as pointed out by


Wåhlin and Cenedese (2006) and Hughes and Griffiths


(2006), could be of central importance for understanding


the late-stage transformation of dense gravity currents,


and therefore one of the controlling mechanisms of the


basin-scale stratification.


Here, extending the previous investigations of chan-


nelized gravity currents in the western Baltic Sea by


Arneborg et al. (2007) and Umlauf et al. (2007), we


present and analyze an extensive dataset that was de-


signed to correspond to the requirements mentioned


above as closely as possible. The paper is separated into


two parts, of which Part I describes the measuring site,


the methods, and the dataset with a focus on a detailed


analysis of the bottom stresses, and the cross-channel


transects of hydrographic and turbulence parameters. In


a companion paper (Umlauf and Arneborg 2009, here-


after Part II), we will then use these data to analyze the


process of frictional control, and the causes and impli-


cations of the transverse circulation with the help of a


theoretical model.


2. Study site and instrumentation


a. Study site


Gravity currents in the Baltic Sea are driven by the


large salinity difference between the salty waters of the


North Sea and the brackish waters of the Baltic Sea


(Fig. 1). For appropriate hydrographic and meteoro-


logical preconditioning (Schinke and Matthäus 1998),


saline water masses enter the Baltic Sea through a sys-


tem of straits, called the Belt Sea, along two major


pathways: the Great Belt and the Sound (see Fig. 1).


These two inflow pathways merge into the Arkona Ba-


sin, and continue as an entraining bottom gravity current


through a series of channels and basins until they reach


their final equilibrium depth (Stigebrandt 1987; Meier


et al. 2006). The interplay of deep-water renewal due to


gravity currents and vertical mixing sets the framework


for the evolution of water mass properties and the key


FIG. 1. (a) Map showing the system of straits connecting the


North Sea and the western Baltic Sea with the study area marked


by the black rectangle. (b) Study area with gravity current path-


ways (arrows) and study site near KS in the Arkona Basin.
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ecosystem parameters in the deep basins of the Baltic


Sea (Meier et al. 2006; Wieczorek et al. 2008; Reissmann


et al. 2009).


Here, we focus on the physics of bottom gravity cur-


rents observed in the Arkona Basin (western Baltic Sea,


Fig. 1), which is a hot spot for water mass transforma-


tions along the pathway of all gravity currents intruding


from the North Sea. The hydrography of this region


during such inflow events has recently been described


in Sellschopp et al. (2006) and Burchard et al. (2009).


For a number of reasons, the Arkona Basin forms a


natural laboratory for studying the dynamics of rotating


bottom gravity currents under almost ideal conditions:


(i) large density differences of the order of 10 kg m23,


speeds exceeding 0.5 m s21, and a thickness of the order


of 10 m result in strong and easily identifiable signals;


(ii) Reynolds numbers reach up to Re ’ 106–107 (i.e.,


comparable to those observed in large-scale overflows


and much larger than achievable in the laboratory);


(iii) observed stratification parameters, horizontal scales


of the order of 104 m, and the inertial period of ap-


proximately 14.6 h imply significant rotational effects;


(iv) tides, often reported to obscure gravity current ob-


servations at other locations, are virtually absent; and


(v) small spatial scales and relatively shallow water


depths allow detailed and synoptic observations.


Since our main interest here is the implications of


frictional control on topographically steered gravity cur-


rents, we restrict our attention to an approximately


10-km-wide submarine channel north of Kriegers Shoal


(KS; see Fig. 2). The topography of the KS area is the


major pathway for gravity currents entering through the


Sound toward the Arkona Basin (Burchard et al. 2005),


and activity is observed here only during intermittently


occurring inflow events typically lasting a few days


(Sellschopp et al. 2006).


b. Instrumentation


The layout of the measuring campaign for the KS site


on 17–19 November 2005 is illustrated in Fig. 2. Moored


instrumentation near the center of the channel consisted


of a bottom-mounted 600-kHz Workhorse ADCP from


RDI, equipped with a gimbaled suspension system in-


suring minimum tilt. This instrument resolved the water


column with 34 bins of 1-m bin size, the center of the


lowest bin located 3.28 m above the bottom. It was op-


erated in RDI ‘‘mode 12,’’ yielding low-noise velocity


estimates every 1.7 s from the average of 10 subpings.


Located next to this instrument was a bottom lander


equipped with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV)


from Nortek, sampling all three velocity components


at a rate of 8 Hz in a small sampling volume located


0.58 m above the bottom.


To estimate stratification and mixing parameters we


used a MSS90 shear-microstructure profiler from ISW,


equipped with two airfoil shear-probes (PNS98), a fast-


response temperature sensor (FP07), and precision CTD


sensors for temperature and salinity from SST. All


sensors are sampled at 1024 Hz with 16 bit resolution


while the profiler is freely falling with a sinking speed of


0.6–0.7 m s21 on a loosely tethered cable. A more de-


tailed discussion of an earlier version of this instrument


may be found in Prandke and Stips (1998); an applica-


tion for gravity current measurements is described in Fer


(2006). A sensor protection cage allowed us to obtain


full depth profiles within 0.1-m distance from the sedi-


ment at several stations and transects in the study area


KS (see Fig. 2). Date, duration, and number of profiles


for each deployment are described in Table 1.


The vessel-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler


(VMADCP), a 300-kHz broadband ADCP from RDI


operated with 0.5-m bin size, yielded a detailed picture


of the velocity structure of the water column. However,


acoustic interference with the bottom corrupted velocity


estimates in the lowest meters such that often a large


part of the relatively shallow gravity current could not


be sampled. To overcome this well-known problem, a


special sampling strategy was chosen for the cross-channel


transect T2 (Fig. 2). Nearly full-depth microstructure


and velocity measurements during this transect were


obtained from two ships cruising in parallel with a speed


of 2–3 kt, keeping a distance of less than 200 m. From


ship 1, continuously repeated microstructure profiling was


performed in the way described above, whereas ship 2


operated a towed and lowered (downward looking)


600-kHz broadband ADCP from RDI (TLADCP). This


FIG. 2. Topography of study area KS (see Fig. 1) with gravity


currents entering the channel as indicated by the gray arrow. Iso-


baths are plotted at 1-m intervals. Microstructure transects are


denoted by T1 and T2. S1 indicates the position of stationary mi-


crostructure measurements, approximately coinciding with the


moored ADV and ADCP near the center of the channel.
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instrument was equipped with a purpose-built wing, al-


lowing it to be towed at a prescribed depth readily ad-


justed by varying ship speed and cable length. During


transect T2, the TLADCP was ‘‘flying’’ closely above


the interface of the gravity current, therefore reducing


the bottom-blanking effect to the absolute minimum


(1–3 m here) and providing a detailed picture of the ve-


locity distribution in the interior of the gravity current.


Single-ping velocity estimates were computed for 0.5-m


bins sampled at a rate of approximately 1 Hz. The av-


eraged absolute speed was then obtained by interpo-


lating individual ping estimates onto a fixed vertical grid


with 0.5-m grid spacing, using RDI bottom-tracking


pings to compute the instrument depth and speed above


ground, and averaging over 60 s.


3. Vertical plume structure


a. Plume velocities


Data from the moored ADCP at the center of the


channel (Fig. 2) provide a detailed picture of the vertical


structure and evolution of the gravity current during


a period of approximately 20 h starting at 2145 UTC


16 November 2005. This period covers the duration of all


stations and transects at the KS site discussed here (see


Fig. 3a and Table 1). To remove short-term fluctuations,


velocity data were 30-min low-pass filtered, which


proved to be the relevant cutoff period according to our


high-resolution ADV data discussed in greater detail be-


low. Since the channel axis was almost perfectly aligned


with the east–west direction (Fig. 2), in the following


the terms ‘‘down-channel’’ or ‘‘east’’ (and, analogously,


‘‘cross-channel’’ or ‘‘north’’) are used with interchange-


able meaning. Corresponding down-channel and cross-


channel coordinates are denoted by x and y, and velocities


by u and y, respectively.


Figure 3b illustrates that, throughout the observation


period, a quickly moving gravity current passed toward


the east through the measuring site near the center of


the channel with only little temporal variability. The


gravity current was topped by a thin shear layer centered


at a depth of 22–23-m depth, indicating an overall thick-


ness of approximately 15 m . The thickness of the shear


layer at this location was 3–4 m (i.e., relatively small


compared to the bulk of the gravity current); some in-


terface widening is apparent during the first and last few


hours of the period displayed in Fig. 3b. We observed


rather constant maximum velocities inside the gravity


current, only slowly decreasing from 0.8 to 0.7 m s21


during the observation period. Down-channel velocities


on top of the shear layer were less than 0.1 m s21, and


therefore small compared to the speed inside the gravity


current. The velocity continuously decreased toward the


bottom, indicating a possible influence of bottom fric-


tion effects. This is corroborated by a further reduction


of the down-channel velocity 0.58 m above the sediment


as observed by the bottom-mounted ADV (Fig. 3c).


The cross-channel (or north) component of the ve-


locity shown in Fig. 3d reveals a particularly interesting


vertical structure. Inside the interface, a jetlike layer


with absolute speeds exceeding 0.1 m s21 directed to-


ward the southern slope of the channel is evident. Cross-


channel speeds above the jet, outside the gravity current,


are positive (i.e., toward the north) but variable with


typical speeds of 0.1–0.2 m s21. These currents are su-


perimposed to the interfacial jet, and the physically


more relevant quantity is therefore the relative cross-


channel velocity, which is seen to reach values of


0.2–0.3 m s21. Below the interface, in the region of max-


imum down-channel speeds (Fig. 3b), the cross-channel


velocity reverses direction toward the north with abso-


lute maximum speeds of up to 0.2 m s21. This flow di-


rection, to the left of the dominant down-channel flow,


would be expected in a bottom Ekman layer. Surpris-


ingly, however, in the near-bottom layer below ap-


proximately 30-m depth, where frictional forces are


likely to be dominant, the flow reverses again and flows


south, against the Ekman transport. This reversed flow


direction is maintained down to the sediment as illus-


trated by the cross-channel speed measured by the near-


bottom ADV (Fig. 3e). The physics of this interesting


phenomenon will be investigated in Part II.


b. Near-bottom turbulence and stresses


A more detailed account of bottom boundary layer


(BBL) turbulence and bottom stresses is obtained from


our high-resolution velocity data provided by the near-


bottom ADV in the center of the channel (Fig. 2). Figure 4a


shows one-dimensional spectra of the streamwise, trans-


verse, and vertical velocities. As indicated, we use Taylor’s


hypothesis in order to relate the horizontal wavenumber,


k, to the frequency, f, assuming that ‘‘frozen’’ turbulence is


TABLE 1. List of stations and transects in chronological order. The ADV was deployed for the whole duration.


Name Start Start (day) Duration (h) Profiles Instruments


T1 0100 UTC 17 Nov 2005 320.04 5.97 188 MSS


T2 0800 UTC 17 Nov 2005 320.33 2.70 74 MSS 1 ADCP


S1 1402 UTC 17 Nov 2005 320.58 0.95 23 MSS
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advected with the mean speed, u, across the measuring


volume (see e.g., Pope 2000). For large Reynolds num-


bers, turbulence spectra exhibit a well-known universal


form in the ‘‘inertial’’ subrange that, taking the stream-


wise spectrum as an example, can be expressed as


E11
( f ) 5 C


1
u2/3«2/3f�5/3, (1)


where C1 is a universal constant, and the factor u2/3


arises from converting between wavenumber and fre-


quency as described above.


The streamwise velocity spectrum displayed in Fig. 4a


shows a clear 25/3 power-law behavior in the frequency


band 0.1–2 Hz, whereas for the other two components


contamination by noise is evident for frequencies larger


than approximately 0.4 Hz. Enhanced noise in the


transverse and vertical direction is consistent with the


instrument’s geometry and its alignment with the flow


direction. Similar to the observations of Peters and


Johns (2006) in the BBL of the Red Sea outflow plume,


at lower frequencies vertical velocity fluctuations are


suppressed relative to horizontal fluctuations, of which


FIG. 3. (a) Temporal staggering of transects, stations, and moored instrumentation described


in Fig. 2. (b),(d) The down-channel (east, positive) and cross-channel (north, positive) com-


ponents of the velocity (m s21) from the moored ADCP. The dashed line indicates the ADCP


bin with maximum vertical shear used to define the interface. (c),(e) The near-bottom east and


north components of the velocity (black) and stresses (red) from the ADV at 0.58 m above the


bottom. (f) The Cd computed from the vertically averaged plume speed (red) and from the


near-bottom ADV speed (black).
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the streamwise velocity fluctuations are stronger than


the transverse.


There is large coherence (Fig. 4b) between stream-


wise and vertical velocities for all frequencies below the


inertial band until approximately 5 3 1024 Hz (i.e.,


about 30 min). The phase difference between stream-


wise and vertical fluctuations (Fig. 4c) is close to 1808 as


one would expect for positive vertical shear. There is


only small coherence between the transverse and verti-


cal velocities.


For a closer investigation of the role of low-frequency


motions, we have computed the cumulative frequency


contribution to the near-bottom Reynolds stress. Figure 5


illustrates that the main contribution to the stress comes


from fluctuations between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, corresponding


to wave lengths from 3 to 30 m. This is surprisingly large


given the fact that stratification limits turbulent overturns


to scales of less than 1 m in the interior of the gravity


current (see below), and may indicate that motions other


than turbulence contribute to the stress. This idea is cor-


roborated by our finding that about 25% of the stress is


caused by frequencies between 0.001 and 0.01 Hz (i.e., by


wave lengths up to 300 m, provided the frozen-turbulence


hypothesis is still applicable for these scales). It is worth


noting that Peters and Johns (2006) found comparable


low-frequency contributions to the stress in their study of


FIG. 4. The ADV time series during station S1: (a) spectra of streamwise (dotted), transverse


(solid), and vertical velocity (dashed); (b) coherence squared between vertical and streamwise


(dotted), and vertical and transverse (solid) velocities; and (c) phase difference between ver-


tical and streamwise velocity. 95% confidence intervals are shown for spectra and coherence


squared, and a line with slope 25/3 is shown in (a) for comparison.
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the Red Sea outflow plume, and argued that these may be


a consequence of upward-radiating internal waves. This


mechanism may also be active here but from our one-


point measurement no definite conclusions can be drawn.


However, fluctuations with vertical phase changes are


clearly evident in the velocity data, which may be a


manifestation of internal waves (Fig. 3).


Based on the above results, we compute our bottom


stress estimates taking into account all fluctuations up to


a period of 30 min. Time series of the down- and cross-


channel bottomstresses, tx and ty, are depicted in Figs. 3c,e.


The down-channel stress is seen to be the dominant


component with values in the range of 0.1–0.3 Pa. With


values generally below 0.1 Pa, the cross-channel stress is


considerably smaller but clearly not negligible (Fig. 3e). It


is important to note that, consistent with the transverse


near-bottom circulation discussed above (see Figs. 3d,e),


also the transverse bottom stress is directed oppositely


to the classical Ekman boundary layer. This unexpected


behavior has some major implications for the momen-


tum budget of the gravity current that is analyzed in


detail in Part II.


With the usual definition of the friction velocity, u
*


5


(t/r0)1/2, where r0 denotes some constant reference


density, we compute u
*


’ 0.015 m s21, corresponding to


a formal Ekman layer thickness of the order of d 5


cf u
*


f 21 ’ 50 m if we use the frequently cited value cf 5


0.4 (see the discussion by Perlin et al. 2007). Clearly, this


estimate for d exceeds the plume thickness, suggesting


that frictional effects in the momentum budget will not


be confined to an identifiable Ekman layer near the


bottom. It is in this sense that we understand the gravity


currents described here as ‘‘shallow.’’


The total bottom stress is related to a typical plume


speed, U, via the drag coefficient, u
*
2 5 CdU2, and


therefore depends on how the relevant speed is defined.


Here, we will base our estimate of Cd on the vertically


integrated speed, computed from the ADCP velocity


time series. In the absence of stratification data to define


the interface position, the upper integration limit was


chosen as the location of maximum shear inside the in-


terface (as indicated in Figs. 3b,d). We correct for a


bottom layer of thickness d 5 3.28 m not sampled by the


ADCP by assuming a logarithmic wall layer distribution.


The corresponding drag coefficient is displayed in


Fig. 3f, and is seen to exhibit only little variation around


Cd ’ 1023. Alternatively, a drag coefficient may also be


defined using the speed from the bottom-mounted ADV


(Figs. 3c,e) which yields the somewhat larger value Cd ’


3 3 1023, consistent with a reduction of the speed closer


to the sediment (Fig. 3f). The law of the wall, likely to


hold so close to the sediment, yields a bottom roughness


of z0 ’ 4 3 1024 m.


Overall, we conclude that our measurements provide


plausible values for the drag coefficient and the bottom


stresses that are, although at the lower end, within the


range of values reported for other overflows (e.g., Baringer


and Price 1997b; Peters and Johns 2005).


c. Turbulence and stratification parameters


Close to the moored ADCP, at station S1 near the


center of the channel (Fig. 2), turbulence and stratification


FIG. 5. Cumulative frequency contribution to the streamwise Reynolds stress estimated from


the ADV time series during station S1.
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parameters have been obtained with the MSS micro-


structure profiler during slightly less than 1 h (see Fig. 3a;


Table 1). We will use these data to illustrate the vertical


structure of turbulence, shear, and stratification, and


discuss the methods used for our analysis.


Stratification parameters averaged over 0.1-m bins


have been obtained from the precision CTD sensors of


the profiler after correcting for sensor response times


and computing spike-free salinity and density profiles.


The vertical structure of the gravity current observed at


this station is illustrated in Figs. 6a–c, showing com-


posite results from the microstructure profiler and the


nearby bottom-mounted ADCP, both averaged over the


station duration of approximately 1 h. At this location,


the gravity current consists of a relatively homogeneous


interior, topped by a sharp density interface centered


approximately 13 m above the bottom (Fig. 6a). Note


that the density contrast with respect to the ambient fluid


is approximately 6 kg m23 (i.e., about one order of mag-


nitude larger than that typically observed in large-scale


overflows; Johnson et al. 1994a; Girton and Sanford 2003;


Peters et al. 2005).


The velocity structure of the down-channel velocity


depicted in Fig. 6b illustrates coinciding interfaces of


shear and density with the velocity peak located at the


lower edge of the density interface. The three-layer


structure of the cross-channel velocity discussed above,


in particular the interfacial jet directed to the right of the


down-channel flow (south), is again clearly visible.


The squares of the vertical shear, S2, and the buoyancy


frequency, N2, are displayed in Fig. 6c. Our estimate for


S2 is based on 30-min-averaged velocity profiles that are


squared and averaged over the full duration of the mea-


surements at this station. We correct these shear esti-


mates for large vertical wavenumbers, k, by a transfer


function of the following form:


T(k) 5
sin(kD/2)


kD/2


� �3
, (2)


which takes into account the damping introduced by


(i) central finite differencing over bins of thickness D,


and (ii) acoustic ‘‘smearing’’ by assuming a triangular


filter window with half-width D (Toole et al. 1987). This


correction is significant mainly in the interface, where


our shear estimates are increased by approximately


30%, and S2 becomes comparable to N2 (see Fig. 6c).


This implies that inside the interface the gradient


Richardson number, Ri 5 N2/S2, is close to 1 (i.e.,


above the well-known threshold for linear stability,


Ri 5 1/4), whereas in the interior of the gravity current


we find Ri , 1 throughout. Our dissipation rate esti-


mates shown in Fig. 6d indicate nevertheless that the


interface is fully turbulent with averaged values of the


order of « ’ 1026 W kg21.


Profiles of some turbulent quantities measured at sta-


tion S1 are depicted in Figs. 6d–f. Immediately above the


pronounced peak of interfacial turbulence at 12–13 m


above the bottom, the dissipation rate shown in Fig. 6d


drops to small values around the instrument’s noise level


(« ’ 1029 W kg21), consistent with the fact that the


Richardson number in this region is large, and turbu-


lence shear production is not sufficient to overcome the


damping effect of the stratification. Apart from this re-


gion, however, the interior of the gravity current is


vigorously mixing with dissipation rates generally in-


creasing toward the bottom (Fig. 6d). It is interesting to


note that increased shear at around 6 m, and increased


stratification at around 4 m, above the bottom lead to


local maxima and minima, respectively, in the dissipa-


tion rate, which nicely illustrates the competing effects


of shear and stratification (Figs. 6c,d).


The near-bottom behavior of the dissipation rate is


seen to be consistent with the law of the wall:


« 5
u3


*
kz


, (3)


where we have used k 5 0.4, and computed the friction


velocity, u
*


, from the high-frequency ADV velocity data


as described in the previous section (Fig. 6d). A different,


independent estimate for the near-bottom dissipation


rate was obtained by fitting the observed streamwise


velocity spectra from the ADV to the universal spec-


trum defined in (1) for the frequency range 0.5–1 Hz,


which is well inside the inertial subrange (see Fig. 4a).


The resulting estimate is in almost perfect agreement


with the law of the wall (Fig. 6d), giving us further con-


fidence in our near-bottom dissipation rate estimates.


4. Stress and entrainment estimates


a. Bottom stress estimates from microstructure data


As an alternative to the ‘‘direct’’ stress estimates from


the ADV described above, the near-bottom stress may


be computed from the law of the wall, in (3), provided


the variation of the dissipation rate, «, with distance


from the sediment, z, is known. We have used the lowest


three bin estimates for « from the microstructure pro-


filer, excluding bins for which the wall distance, kz, was


larger than the Ozmidov scale, LO 5 («/N3)1/2, indicating


that stratification, rather than the wall distance, sets the


turbulence length scale (see Fig. 6f). The bottom stress


obtained from this method is compared in Fig. 6e to the


station-averaged direct ADV measurements at S1. Ab-


solute values from both methods agree remarkably well
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with stresses in the range 0.1–0.15 Pa, and only slightly


smaller values derived from the microstructure data. An


underestimation of microstructure-based stress estimates


was also reported by Johnson et al. (1994a,b) in their


study of the Mediterranean outflow plume; however, the


ratio of 3 observed by these authors between their law-of-


the-wall velocity fits and microstructure-based measure-


ments is much larger than the factor of less than 1.5 found


by us. It is not clear if the better agreement in our data


is due to a smaller influence of form drag, indicating


smoother topography, or due to the fact that both our


stress estimates and our microstructure data are based on


FIG. 6. Results from bottom-mounted ADCP and ADV, and microstructure measurements at station S1 (see Table 1):


(a) density st; (b) east component (u, down channel) and north component (y, cross channel) of the velocity from


bottom-mounted ADCP (lines) and ADV (markers); (c) squares of the buoyancy and shear frequency; (d) dissi-


pation rates from microstructure profiler (MSS), from law of the wall (dashed line), and from ADV inertial subrange


method (circle); (e) bottom stress computed from ADV (circles and square), and microstructure dissipation rate


(diamond); and (f) Ozmidov scale, LO, and law-of-the-wall scale, 0.4 z (dashed).
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a larger ensemble with the best available methods. We


will use the good agreement between both methods later


to justify stress estimates for the cross-channel transects


that are solely based on microstructure measurements.


b. Buoyancy flux estimates


In addition to the stresses, the vertical turbulent


buoyancy flux, G 5 2g/r0hr9w9i, where g is the accel-


eration of gravity, r9 a turbulent density fluctuation, and


the angle brackets denote averaging, is central for the


following analysis. In stably stratified flows, this quantity


can be related to the dissipation rate, «, according to


G 5�g«, (4)


which merely defines the mixing efficiency, g, as the


ratio of G and «. The simplest and most popular model


for the mixing efficiency traces back to Osborn (1980),


suggesting that a constant efficiency around g ’ 0.2 pro-


vides a reasonable assumption in many oceanographical


situations. Recent laboratory and numerical studies,


however, have clearly shown that mixing in energetic,


weakly stratified flows may be much less efficient, and,


accordingly, the model of Osborn (1980) has a tendency


to overestimate turbulent fluxes (Barry et al. 2001; Shih


et al. 2005). These investigations have identified the


buoyancy Reynolds number, Reb 5 «/nN2, as the critical


parameter describing the variability of g. Based on their


direct numerical simulations, Shih et al. (2005) found


that mixing with constant efficiency (g ’ 0.2) can only be


justified for Reb , 100, and suggested a power-law de-


pendency of the form g } Reb
21/2 above this threshold.


Strong support for applicability of this model in ocean-


ographic settings comes from a recent investigation by


Fer and Widell (2007), who showed a close agreement


between directly measured and modeled fluxes in a sa-


linity stratified fjord. Therefore, we will base our result


on the model of Shih et al. (2005), and note that the


entrainment rates computed with the model of Barry


et al. (2001) are approximately a factor of 2 smaller (i.e.,


within the range of the accuracy of our dissipation rate


measurements).


For our measurements at station S1, variations of the


buoyancy Reynolds number, Reb, and corresponding


changes in g according to the model of Shih et al. (2005)


are depicted in Figs. 7a,b, showing that Reb varies by


more than three orders of magnitude with values reaching


FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but now for (a) buoyancy Reynolds number, Reb; (b) mixing efficiency, g, computed according to


Shih et al. (2005); and (c) the magnitude of the buoyancy flux, G.
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Reb 5 104 in the energetic near-bottom region. Values


in the interface are of the order of Reb 5 102 near the


thresholds for the maximum mixing efficiency (Shih


et al. 2005) and isotropy in the dissipative subrange


(Yamazaki and Osborn 1990). From the latter follows


that our interfacial dissipation rate estimates, relying


on microscale isotropy, may be slightly overestimated.


Figure 7b confirms that mixing in the interface occurs at


maximum efficiency, g 5 0.2, whereas the interior of


the plume generally mixes with g , 0.05, except in the


stratified region around 4 m above the bottom briefly


mentioned above.


c. Bulk parameters and entrainment


One of the defining properties of a bottom gravity


current is its negative buoyancy, b, with respect to the


ambient fluid, which monotonically increases from a


minimum value at the bottom, z 5 0, toward zero for


z! ‘ above the gravity current. As pointed out by


Arneborg et al. (2007) and Umlauf et al. (2007), this


property may be used to define, quite generally, the


thickness, H, and the relative bulk buoyancy, B, of a


gravity current according to


BH 5


ð‘


0


b dz,


1


2
BH2 5


ð‘


0


bz dz.


(5)


As easily recognized, these formulas identify the thick-


ness, H, as twice the distance of the center of mass of the


gravity current from the bottom. In practical computa-


tions, the upper integration limit in (5) has to be replaced


by an appropriately chosen reference level, z 5 zzef,


corresponding to a location above the interface that is not


overly affected by the external stratification. As an ex-


ample, the interface position computed according to (5)


for station S1 is illustrated in Fig. 6a. If the interface is


well-defined, as in the gravity currents observed her, this


property is useful for defining a bulk Froude number:


Fr 5
U


(�BH)1/2
, (6)


where U denotes an appropriately chosen velocity scale.


Arneborg et al. (2007) have also shown that with the


help of (5) the entrainment velocity may be defined


without further assumptions as


w
e
5


2


BH


ð‘


0


G dz (7)


(i.e., as twice the vertical speed of the center of mass


induced by the turbulent buoyancy flux). If G is evalu-


ated from microstructure dissipation rate measurements


according to (4), any contributions to G from reversible


processes like internal waves, known to easily corrupt


buoyancy flux estimates otherwise, are excluded. Note


that the entrainment velocity defined according to (7)


coincides with the vertical speed of the interface for an


entraining two-layer flow.


Based on the data presented above, we find we 5 2.1 3


1026 m s21 for a bulk Froude number of Fr ’ 0.3, where


the velocity scale, U, appearing in (6) was identified


with the vertically averaged plume speed relative to the


overlaying fluid. These values indicate that, even though


the flow is far from critical, active turbulent entrainment


occurs.


5. Transverse structure


a. Velocity and density structure


A useful new perspective for the interpretation of the


single-point data presented above comes from the two


cross-channel transects, T1 and T2, obtained only slightly


upstream of S1 (Fig. 2). Transect T2, discussed in detail


in the following, has been resolved with 74 full-depth


microstructure casts in addition to continuous ADCP


sampling, and was taken within a period of 2.5 h during


which only little temporal variability was observed


(Figs. 3a,b). It therefore provides a rather unique trans-


verse view of a rotating gravity current including strati-


fication, turbulence, and velocity parameters measured in


a way that is both synoptic and detailed.


The down-channel velocity shown in Fig. 8a near the


center of the channel reaches 0.8 m s21, quite close to


the values observed at the same time somewhat farther


downstream at the moored ADCP (see Figs. 3a,b). Gen-


erally, we observe highest speeds just below the interface,


and a continuous reduction toward the bottom (Fig. 8a).


Note that speeds above the interface, outside the gravity


current, are directed down channel in the southern and


central part of the gravity current, and up channel oth-


erwise, resulting in a substantial reduction or enhance-


ment of the interfacial shear, respectively.


The cross-channel density structure reveals, apart from


a significant interface tilt indicating rotational effects, two


other interesting features that break the cross-channel


symmetry of the gravity current (Fig. 8). The first is a


pinching and spreading of the interfacial isopycnals on the


right- and left-hand side of the gravity current (looking up


channel); the second is the presence of a strong horizontal


density gradient in the interior of the gravity current on


the southern slope until approximately 55.128–55.138N.


In the northern part, such lateral density gradients are


absent, and the gravity current exhibits an almost per-


fect two-layer structure. It is worth pointing out that in a
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rotating flow the observed horizontal density gradient is


associated with a vertical thermal wind shear, resulting


in a number of unexpected modifications of the sec-


ondary circulation as analyzed in detail in Part II.


One implication of the horizontal density gradient, as


shown in Part II, is the interesting three-layer structure


of the transverse velocity apparent in the deepest part


of the channel (Fig. 8b). These data mirror the vertical


structure already observed at S1, and therefore give us


some confidence that we are not observing a local to-


pographical effect (see Fig. 6b). Correlated with the


three-layer velocity structure, and again similar to the


observations at S1, is the appearance of weak stratifi-


cation in the interior that is consistent with the effect of a


vertical shear acting on the horizontal density gradient.


The interfacial jet, already identified at station S1, can


be observed here during most of the transect as well. The


three-layer structure is confined to a narrow region near


the center of the channel where the gravity current is


thickest, and is replaced by a more simple two-layer


structure with the interfacial jet and an interior return


current on the slopes (Fig. 8b).


b. Turbulence structure


Synoptic transects of some turbulence parameters for


T2 are shown in Fig. 9. As briefly discussed by Umlauf


et al. (2007), regions of enhanced dissipation rates ex-


ceeding 1025 W kg21 are confined to the turbulent BBL,


and to a number of turbulent patches in the interface


region (Fig. 9a). The ‘‘quiet core’’ of the plume near the


velocity maximum in the deepest part of the channel is


characterized by low dissipation rates, coinciding with


a region of small vertical current shear and enhanced


stratification below the interface.


The turbulent buoyancy flux was computed from the


dissipation rates shown in Fig. 9a as described in the


context of (4), with the difference, however, that we


used a moving average over five neighboring profiles to


increase the statistical significance of individual esti-


mates for « and N2. Largest buoyancy fluxes are seen to


occur in the interfacial region where turbulence works


with high efficiency against the strong stratification


(Fig. 9b). Large lateral inhomogeneities of the flux can be


distinguished in the interior of the gravity current, where


FIG. 8. (a) Down-channel (east) and (b) cross-channel (north) components of the velocity


from the towed and lowered ADCP (below the dashed line) and vessel-mounted ADCP (above


the dashed line). Black contour lines denote the density, st, at intervals of 1 kg m23 in (a) and,


for clarity, 2 kg m23 in (b). Note the different velocity scales.
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the strong buoyancy fluxes observed on the southern slope


(i.e., in the region with a significant transverse density


gradient) are contrasted by a region with small interior


fluxes in the northern part of the channel (Fig. 9b).


As discussed above, bottom stress estimates based on


microstructure profiles only slightly underestimate the


direct stress measurements from our ADV data at sta-


tion S1. This fact allows us to derive reliable bottom


stress estimates from the microstructure data obtained


on transect T1 using a procedure identical to that out-


lined in section 4a, except that statistically significant


dissipation rates are now obtained from a running mean


across five neighboring, bottom-fitted bins. The result-


ing stresses are depicted in Fig. 9c, and are seen to vary


only slightly around approximately 0.3 Pa in the center


of the channel. Scatter in these data is fairly low. There is


a clear tendency for decreasing stresses from the deep


toward the shallow parts of the plume on the northern


slope, in accordance with theoretical predictions for a


frictionally balanced gravity current (see Part II).


The entrainment velocity, we, is computed according


to (7) by integrating the buoyancy flux shown in Fig. 9b.


The upper integration limits (or reference levels) re-


quired for the integration of individual flux profiles are


located above the interface on a straight line approxi-


mately following the interfacial slope (see Fig. 9a). Some


arbitrariness is clearly involved in this choice, however,


since the reference levels are located in a region with


negligible buoyancy fluxes, not contributing to the integral


in (7), small variations will only have a negligible effect


on the results presented below. In the central part of


the channel, the entrainment velocities do not exceed


FIG. 9. Transect T2: (a) dissipation rate, (b) buoyancy flux, (c) bottom stress, and (d) en-


trainment velocity. The thick red line and the thin white line in (a) illustrate the reference level,


zref, and the interface position, respectively. Black contour lines in (a) and (b) show the density,


st, at 1 kg m23 intervals. White markers on the top of (a) illustrate positions of MSS casts.
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we 5 4 3 1026 m s21, consistent with the value we 5 2.1 3


1026 m s21 found from our microstructure measure-


ments at S1 (see section 4c above). Near the southern


edge, in the region of the transverse density gradient, the


entrainment velocities exceed the values found in the


center of the channel by up to a factor of 5 (Fig. 9d),


whereas on the northern slope a comparably large in-


crease is not observed.


c. High-resolution transect T1


Immediately before transect T2, additional informa-


tion has been gained on the high-resolution transect T1


approximately 1000–1500 m upstream of T2, extending


from the channel center up the southern slope (Fig. 2).


This transect has been resolved with 188 microstructure


profiles (resulting in only 30 m spacing between individ-


ual casts), therefore providing a more detailed picture of


the interesting southern slope region with the transverse


density gradient. Since the ship was drifting the ‘‘flying’’


TLADCP could not be deployed, and hence no full-depth


velocity profiles are available. Nevertheless, data from the


vessel-mounted ADCP revealed down-channel velocities


of up to 0.8 m s21, only slightly larger than those measured


at T2 (Fig. 10a). As for T2, the density structure shows


a well-defined interface, and a comparable transverse


density gradient in the interior. It is worth pointing out


that our measurements are so densely spaced that some


(most likely aliased) signatures of short interfacial waves


are resolved (Fig. 10a).


The transverse structure of the dissipation rate and


the buoyancy flux (Fig. 10b,c) indicates strong BBL and


interfacial turbulence, and, again, a ‘‘quiet core’’ in the


FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but now for transect T1. Note that (a) has been added to illustrate the


down-channel velocity (m s21), such that all following panels are shifted downward with re-


spect to Fig. 9.
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region of the greatest plume thickness, coinciding with


the appearance of weakly stable stratification below the


interface in the deepest part of the channel. Bottom


stresses (Fig. 10d) are somewhat larger and more vari-


able than observed at T2. Near the southern edge, the


transverse tilt of the interface becomes very small, and


the bottom stress is seen to collapse. Both observations


indicate vanishing down-channel speeds, and are in ac-


cordance with the theoretically predicted behavior near


the edges of a channelized gravity current (Wåhlin 2004).


Values for the entrainment velocity are comparable to


T2 near the center of the channel, and show the same


trend of a strong upslope increase on the southern slope


(Fig. 10e).


Concluding, the observations at T1 provide a detailed


confirmation of the structure observed at T2. More im-


portantly, however, this transect has been obtained at an


upstream location immediately before the start of T2,


during a period of quasi-stationary flow, such that a


comparison of T1 and T2 should provide some insight


into the down-channel evolution of the gravity current.


This fact will be further explored in Part II.


6. Summary and conclusions


The gravity currents described here are characterized


by their strong density contrast, their shallowness with


respect to the bottom Ekman layer thickness, and their


clear vertical structure with a well-defined, compara-


tively thin interface and a weakly stratified interior. In


the absence of tides, only little temporal variability was


observed, hence allowing us to obtain a robust, synoptic,


and highly resolved picture of the vertical and transverse


structure of the relevant hydrographic and turbulence


parameters.


Beyond previous studies that have provided valuable


information about the vertical structure of the velocity,


density, and turbulence in oceanic gravity currents (e.g.,


Johnson et al. 1994b; Peters and Johns 2005; Fer 2006;


Arneborg et al. 2007), the dataset presented here also


provides a detailed picture of the transverse structure.


Our cross-channel transects reveal the complex trans-


verse density structure of a shallow rotating gravity cur-


rent with a pinching of the interface to the left of the


down-channel flow (northern slope), and a spreading on


the opposite side. To the right of the down-channel flow,


the evolution of a strong lateral density gradient in the


interior was observed, extending until approximately to


the deepest part of the channel. Additional observations


in this area conducted in 2006 and 2007 (not discussed


here) confirmed this structure. Other authors have re-


ported quite similar patterns from earlier hydrographic


surveys in the Baltic Sea (Petrén and Walin 1976; Paka


et al. 1998), and we believe that the observed structure


is rather robust, and probably of general relevance for


understanding the physics of shallow gravity currents.


Related to the transverse density structure is a remark-


ably organized transverse circulation with a pronounced


interfacial jet toward the right of the down-channel flow,


and a return current in the interior. In the deepest part of


the channel, the lateral density gradient in the interior is


associated with the appearance of a three-layer current


structure, where, quite surprisingly, near-bottom veloc-


ities and stresses are directed oppositely to those pre-


dicted from Ekman theory (Figs. 3d,e). This interesting


observation underlines the dynamical importance of the


lateral density gradient, a topic that is further pursued


in Part II along with a discussion about the physical


mechanisms generating the interfacial jet.


Similar to the few available turbulence observations in


other gravity currents (Johnson et al. 1994b; Peters and


Johns 2005; Fer 2006), our dissipation rate transects


show a fully turbulent interface with a local minimum at


its lower edge, indicating that shear production in the


vicinity of the velocity maximum is insufficient to over-


come the damping effect of the stable stratification


(Fig. 9a). Near the lateral edges of the gravity current,


BBL turbulence was shown to merge with turbulence


from interfacial shear instabilities. As a result, enhanced


entrainment velocities were observed on the slopes. In


addition to this effect, the presence of the lateral density


gradient appears to be related to the strongly increased


entrainment rates on the southern slope, exceeding those


observed in the center by about a factor of 5.


Turbulence in the BBL was associated with a strong


and, as will be shown in Part II, dynamically crucial


bottom stress in the range 0.1–0.7 Pa. Our high-resolution


velocity measurements near the bottom revealed that


motions with periods as large as 30 min significantly con-


tributed to the bottom stress. This is comparable to some


recent findings of Peters and Johns (2006) from the Red


Sea outflow plume, and leads us to conclude that internal


waves in the interior of oceanic gravity currents may have


a stronger impact on the vertical momentum transfer


than generally assumed.


In the companion paper, Part II, the dataset intro-


duced above will be analyzed in detail in order to


identify the physical processes governing the behavior of


channelized, frictionally controlled gravity currents.
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